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ABSTRACT
What is the optimal time to wake up? To answer this question, we
analyze the sleep data using a Fitbit wearable device and apply
supervised machine learning algorithms to find the best sleeping
stage. Wearable device provided the heart rate, body movement
and labeled sleep stage of each thirty-second interval. Using these
features, we classify the given data point into the corresponding
label.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Getting enough sleep might have been a problem for everyone at
some point in their lives. Some people go to bed early; others wake
up late, but sometimes still wake up tired, restless and dizzy. Even
though seven or eight hours of sleep should be enough because of
the human body’s natural circadian rhythm [6], wake-up time is
also a huge factor. When someone gets ten hours of sleep, if the
alarm rings in the deep sleep stage, they might still have trouble
feeling restful and energized. In general, sleep consists of several
sleeping cycles, and each cycle is divided into several stages. There
are two main categories of sleep stages: REM (Rapid Eye Movement)
and Non-REM (Consists of light and deep sleep stages) [8]. Deep
sleep is the most difficult stage from which to wake up and provides
the most restorative sleep of all the sleep stages [25]. If not satisfied
with their sleep, humans have a hard time enjoying their lives and
simply being productive throughout the day [9]. Sleep remains one
of the most critical aspects of our lives which we need to regulate
and wake up the easiest way possible.
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As students, we always try to figure out how to balance our life
and find efficient time-management strategies. There is a notable
trade-off between being awake and being productive. The goal
is to minimize the amount of time we are asleep and maximize
working efficiency, learn faster and enjoy life. If someone woke
up tired and cranky after a reasonably good amount of sleep, they
might be "sleeping wrong" [15]. It would be helpful to track sleep
using a wearable device and figure out what can be done differently.
Looking at the heart rate data, the number of sleeping cycles per
night and movements between different stages can tell us enough
to turn a regular day into a productive one.
In this paper, we overview the specifics of sleep stages, related
work about sleep pattern recognition, existing algorithms that determine the sleeping stage using different features (heart rate, body
movement, brain activity, cardio-respiratory activity, etc.) and how
to find the optimal wake-up time. There exist projects developed by
huge companies like Samsung, Apple, Fitbit. They use a wearable
device or a smart-watch to get the necessary data for sleep pattern
classification. Fitbit analyzed data from around 4 billion nights of
sleep stages across the world and said that "its results supported
long-standing sleep scientists theories" [5]. Even though we do not
have access to their algorithm, we have access to their data. Therefore, we can let the machine learn how to classify the sleep stage
using the data they provide. For data collection purposes of this
research, I use Fitbit Alta HR, which provides a way to access the
labeled data about sleep stages, heart rates, body movements, etc.
We can use several supervised machine learning (machine learning
that has labeled data) algorithms like K-Nearest-Neighbor, Decision
Tree, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine and Neural Network
for this classification problem and see how accurately they can
perform. The main goal of this research is to use heart rate and
body movement data to predict the best wake time to wake up.

2

RELATED WORK

Everyone has a different sleeping schedule, and each sleep has a
different pattern [22]. In this section, we compare some existing
approaches for sleep pattern recognition. Our night sleep consists
of several sleeping cycles. Usually, healthy people experience four
to five sleeping cycles per night [1]. Before we dive into the science
of sleep pattern recognition, it would be helpful to overview the
stages and define each phase. One sleep cycle consists of five stages
that fall into two major categories: Non-REM and REM [8]. NonREM sleeping stages include light sleep of stage one and two and
deep sleep of stage three. Stage one is a transition phase between
being awake (when the heart rate is relatively high, breathing is
intense, and brain waves are more active than during sleep) and
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falling asleep. Stage two is the first actual stage of light sleep. Brain
waves slow down, eyes stop moving, and the body dives deeper into
sleep; however, we might still experience occasional bursts of sleep
spindles (bursts of rapid brain rhythmic activity [24]) and rapid
brain waves. Stage three is deep Non-REM stage. The brain starts
producing delta waves and muscle and eye activity completely
stops. It is the most difficult to wake up from this stage. REM (Rapid
Eye Movement), stage four is when brain waves are very similar
to awake. In this stage, breathing becomes more intense; the eyes
move rapidly in various direction and blood pressure and heart
rate rise. People mostly dream at this stage. It is the final stage
of the sleeping cycle. Generally, the cycle starts with stage one,
goes to stage two and three, then returns to stage two before going
into stage four or Rapid Eye Movement stage and finally back to
stage one. The amount of time spent in each stage depends on the
age of a person and how long they have been asleep [14]. Getting
enough rest at night depends on how much deep sleep we get;
however, teenagers need more deep sleep than older people [4].
Various studies found out that infants need 16 hours of sleep on
average, and as their age increases, they demand less sleep. For
example, teenagers need around 9 hours and people in their forties
demand only 7 hours of sleep [15].

Figure 1: One sleep cycle from Awake to the end of REM
Sleep tracking can be done in lots of different ways. There are
multiple wearable devices available today that can be used to track
our sleep [20]. For example, Fitbit device uses accelerometers to
track movements and directions of motion of a person wearing
it. These accelerometers, along with heart rate data are used to
determine the sleeping stage. This method of using a device to
measure sleep is called actigraphy [3]. Actigraph is a device very
similar to Fitbit, mainly used in clinics as it is more convenient
to study patients’ sleep patterns without having them to sleep
in the lab. However, sleep researchers use polysomnography, or
PSG, for studying sleep in a lab. A basic polysomnography test
requires sleeping in a lab where researchers monitor brain waves
by Electroencephalography or EEG test, where electrodes aligned
on a patient’s scalp measure brain activity. Sleep researchers have
agreed that PSG is a "gold standard" and "the definitive way to
measure sleep." Most of the studies, which use methodology other
than PSG, compare their results to PSG data to check the accuracy
[3]. Fitbit is not a replacement for a high-level sleep analysis, but it
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uses heart rate and body movement to make predictions based on
these two factors [21].
In most of the prior work that we reviewed, researchers who used
actigraphy in their studies compared the result accuracy against a
PSG test. For the most part "actigraphy is generally accurate enough
to track sleep in healthy adults with normal sleep patterns." This
means that actigraph accuracy decreases for people with sleeping
disorders. It can be explained by not having eye movement and brain
activity data when we use the actigraph device (since it only tracks
the movement and the heart rate) [3]. Michael Scullin asserted
in 2014 that fitness trackers could not accurately determine sleep
stages since "they rely on movements, whereas sleep stages are
defined primarily by brain activity" [18]. However, in 2017, a new
study commissioned by Fitbit showed that wrist-worn devices could
determine wake, light, deep and REM stages in healthy adults "with
a reasonable degree of accuracy." The study involved 60 adults
wearing two fitness trackers and Type III home sleep testing device
(Which is used for patients with sleeping disorders [23]) to compare
the accuracy. Dr. Conor Heneghan, lead sleep research scientist
at Fitbit, said that the performance was either similar or better
than EEG-based sleep studies done earlier [5]. The question arises
if we can trust results of these wearable devices. They get better
every day because big companies like Samsung, Apple, and Fitbit
collect more data, and therefore more trends and insights about
sleep. As mentioned earlier, their sleep classification algorithm is
already accurate enough for people without sleep disorders, and
their labeled data can lead us to more meaningful results.
In this study, we attempted to predict the best time to wake up. It
is not deep sleep, because if awoken during this time, we are most
probably disoriented. The final stage of the sleep cycle, REM sleep,
where most of the dreams occur, is also not the ideal option. Even
though our brain activity is similar to its awake state, our body is
paralyzed [14]. The best time to wake up is the during sleep [12]
but with several conditions: we need to experience around four or
five sleep cycles during the night [1], and we need to get enough of
deep sleep to wake up fully refreshed and well rested. Going to bed
early is another critical factor as people experience more Non-REM
sleep between 11 p.m. to 3 a.m. of their circadian rhythm and more
REM sleep between 3am-7am [2]. This means that waking up in
the morning would feel much better if we go to bed early, since our
Non-REM sleep will be longer.

3

METHODOLOGY

The project consists of three major parts: The labeled data collection using Fitbit Alta HR wearable device, the supervised machine
learning algorithms to predict the wake-up time, and the web application for user interactions to see the results based on users’
heart rate data. In the following paragraphs, we explain each part
separately.

3.1

DATA COLLECTION

Unfortunately, heart rate data is not available online, especially the
type we need (labeled data which consists of the body movement,
sleep stage at a specific time and average heart beat per minute).
Luckily, however, there are certain devices like Fitbit that give us
Web API access [13] to our data collection. Getting access to the
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data is just the beginning. It is essential to investigate how Fitbit
provides the data to the users (format, request limitations, etc.)
Fitbit Web API uses the OAuth 2.0 protocol to authenticate users.
Thus, whenever we need to send a request to their servers, the
user credentials should be given in advance. For security reasons,
this API tool provides a temporary token with an expiration time
and refresh token to maintain a connection to the data when a
temporary token expires. These tokens are securely stored in our
JSON file. This way, we can automate the authentication process
from the back-end application [11]. After authorization, we had to
understand what type of data can be retrieved from this API and
how it can be organized. We could download the sleep data of every
thirty-second interval, as well as the heart beats per thirty seconds.
Another helpful feature for the machine learning algorithms could
be an activity(how active is a body on a scale of 1-5) and calories
burned during that period. Once API call is made, we retrieve the
data in JSON format. Therefore, using the Pandas library in python
[16] was helpful to organize this non-relational structure into a CSV
(Comma separated value) format and merge sleeping, heart-rate
and activity data based on time. Another alternative was to use a
third-party Fitbit python library which had some built-in functions
that could simplify the entire process. However, because of the lack
of flexibility in terms of the format of data, it became necessary to
implement data collection methods from scratch. Finally, each API
call downloaded one-day data and stored in a separate CSV file.

3.2

DATA ANALYSIS

This is one of the significant parts of the project. After we have all
the necessary data collected, we could import as pandas dataframe
and divide into training and testing data sets. The problem we are
going to solve is the classification problem - given the heart rate
per thirty seconds, the time passed after falling asleep, and the
body movement activity (On a scale of 1-5) predict and classify
in which sleep stage could a person be at that time. To make the
classification easier and more accurate, we can convert the problem
into binary classification. Stage values can be either light or nonlight (deep, rem, awake). Machine learning algorithms that are used
for this project are K-nearest-neighbor, Decision Tree, Random
Forest, Neural Networks and Support vector machine. Instead of
implementing these algorithms from scratch, we use python Scikitlearn library [19] where we pass the training set, compare the
results to the testing set and return the accuracy score of a particular
algorithm.

3.3

DATA VISUALIZATION

This part of the project is responsible for representing the results
of our algorithms visually. We use python flask framework [10]
that helps us create an interactive web application, where users can
select features of our dataset, and see some changes in accuracy
based on their selections. In addition, we use ChartJS library [7]
on the front-end to display charts in the web browser. To load the
algorithm results in the browser faster, we run each model and the
web server on a separate thread. Collected data and results will be
securely stored in the remote MySQL database. This way, I would
be able to shorten the running time of the model since I will not
have to parse and clean data all the time.
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Figure 2: Comparison chart of the algorithm accuracy

4

RESULTS

After collecting 20 days of labeled data, the K-Nearest-Neighbor
algorithm had the accuracy score of 73% which was the highest
compared to others. Even though 20 days is not enough to make
any reasonable conclusions, there is a similar project done using
Huawei Watch 2 wearable device which classifies each sleep stage
individually with an average accuracy of 98%. This makes us believe
that using a binary classification it would be easier to get to high
accuracy while having a smaller amount of data points. The models
used on the Huawei device data are Decision Trees, Random Forest,
and Logistic Regression [17]. One of the most significant benefits
of using a supervised machine learning algorithm is more data I
collect, more accurate results will become. In the figure below, we
can see some changes that occur to the accuracy as we collect more
data.

Figure 3: KNN Accuracy over time

5

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

Results of this research turns out to be promising. At this point,
looking at the 20 days with the average accuracy of 73% might not be
the same as the final result as we collect more data. However, as we
see the pattern from KNN over time, there are days when machine
learns more and shows higher accuracy, compared to the previous.
The hypothesis is that after about one year of data collection, our
algorithm have more stable results without significantly changing
the accuracy and precision score. Having a stable algorithm allows
us to get the measures of only heart rate and the body movement
using a lower budget hardware and get the appropriate classification
of the sleeping stage.
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6

FUTURE WORK

After having an accurate algorithm, we could build a low-budget
sleep tracking system. It could consist of consisting of three parts: an
Arduino device that tracks the heart rate and accelerometer data, a
mobile app that collects data from the Arduino device via Bluetooth
connection and sends an API request to our remote algorithm that
returns the wake-up time from the back-end. This Arduino device
can be placed inside the pillow to get the measurement from a neck
of a person and take ease of waking up to the next level.
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